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Adaptive methods can achieve
maximum process efficiency

In pan 1 of this series, published in the
September 1996 issue of In'Iecb, blending and
mixing two process streams was used as an exam-
ple to discuss the importance of good process and
control design. Three different process designs
(see Figure 1) and five different control designs
were presented.

With intuition, control-loop disturbances
from the processwere identified, and four control
methods were consequently designed. A systems
approach (analysis) was then used to design a
final comrol method.

It was implied in part 1 that disturbances
not only affect the process variable but can also
have a significant impact on control tuning. It
is this cause-and-effect relationship that is not
so intuitively obvious bur can be understood
through analysis. Moreover, this analysis can be
used to determine optimum tuning from
online process data and process dynamics. This
is adaptive control.

Questions posed in part 1 are answered in this
article by discussing the pros and cons of using
five previously designed control methods.

Adaptive methods available
There are two basic approaches used to adapt

controller tuning to process changes. The first,
adaptive tuning, requires an initial manual loop
tuning at some nominal operating conditions
and then continuously modifies tuning parame-
ters online as operating conditions change.
Loop performance in this case is uniform over
the entire process operating range bur is not
necessarily optimum since initial tuning is done
manually.

The second approach, adaptive control, con-
tinuously determines optimum tuning parame-
ters from online process data without the need
for manual tuning. This method is preferred over
adaptive tuning, although it requires a more rig-
orous and complex analysis that is not practical
for all processes.



Adaptive tuning
Becausemany blend processesincluding con-

sistency are typically noisy and exhibit dead-time
dynamics, they require proportional-plus-integral
(PI) control, but not derivative.The purpose of
adaptive tuning is to automatically adjust propor-
tional and integral settings to maintain uniform
control performance at all operating conditions.
To achieve this, controller gain is adapted to off-
set changes in processgain, and controller integral
is adapted to offset changes in process dynamics.
This is typically done using simple algebraic
equations and data from field instrumentation.

Material balance equations were used in part 1
to determine steady-state process gain (Kp) for
the consistency control systems in Figures 2
through 5. This gain was found to be directly
proportional to pulp inventory consistency (C,)
and inversely proportional to furnish flow rate
(FF) as shown in equation 1.

K = -~ (1)
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Adaptive-tuning application requires that a
constant control-loop gain be maintained. This is
defined as the product of each individual gain in
the loop. Therefore, as the process gain changes,
the controller gain must also be changed to com-
pensate. For example, doubling furnish flow rate
will halve process gain (equation 1).This in turn
requires doubling controller gain to maintain a
constant loop gain. Using this logic for both fur-
nish flow rate and pulp inventory consistency, a
simple adaptive-tuning equation can be written.

where:
!<c is current controller adapted gain
KN is manually tuned controller gain at nominal
conditions FN and CN
FF is current furnish flow rate
FN is nominal furnish flow rate
C, is current pulp inventory consistency
CN is nominal pulp inventory consistency

This equation will automatically adjust con-
troller gain to maintain a constant loop gain
regardless of changes in FF or C,. When pulp
inventory consistency does not vary bymore than
30%, the consistency ratio can be omitted from
equation 2. In practice, nominal operating con-
ditions are arbitrarily selected and then held con-
stant. Manual tuning of KN is done at any
process conditions, while equation 2 provides
online adjustments to !<C. The furnish flow rate
for equation 2 is directly measured with a flow-

(2)

In practice, the storage-tank consistency
obtained from equation 3 should be averaged
(e.g., over 3 minutes) before substitution into
equation 2. This helps eliminate calculation
errors due to the flow and consistency loops'
process dynamics. Although this error is small at
steadystate, it may be significant during upsets or
when the consistency set point is changed.

Process models are not always needed to
develop adaptive-tuning methods. For example,
it is generallyknown from experience in pulp and
paper that consistencycontrol (Figures2 through
5) becomes unstable at either high storage-tank
consistency (C,) or at reduced load (FF)' This
suggests process gain is directly proportional to
C, and inversely proportional to FF as in equa-
tion 1. Therefore, equation 2 could be deter-
mined from this more intuitive approach.

Adaptive tuning may also be used to compen-
sate for other process changes. For example, it is
well known in process control that integral tun-
ing is directly related to process .----------------------,
dynamics. Dead time is the only
significant process dynamic in
consistency control and it de-
creases with increasing furnish
flow rate. Therefore, an adaptive-
tuning equation that decreases
integral time (minutes/repeat)
with increasing flow rate can be
intuitively written.

I = I (FN
) (4)c N F
F

meter, and the pulp inventory
consistency (if needed) is indi-
rectly determined from online
instrument data and a material
balance equation developed in
part 1 of this article:

C =~ (3)
I 1- R

where:
CF is furnish consistency (after
dilution)
R is ratio of dilution flow to fur-
nish flow (FD/FF)

where:
Ie is current controller adapted
integral
IN is manually tuned controller
integral at nominal condition FN

Adaptive tuning is presented
here only to illustrate this some-
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Figure 1. Designing a process for good
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Figure 2. Addition of simple feedback
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what intuitive approach. In prac-
tice, it can be used for processes
that are not so easilymodeled as
this simple blend system. How-
ever, as was shown in part 1,
using intuition from experience
can sometimes be misleading.
Consequently,a systemsapproach
of applying material and energy
balance equations to develop ad-
aptive control methods may be
preferred.

Figure 4. Addition of feedforward control with feedback him
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Adaptive control
With adaptive tuning, control
performance criteria are subjec-
tively determined by an engineer
or technician when the loop is
manually tuned. In contrast, no
manual adjustments to either
gain or integral are needed for

adaptive control. Therefore, some quantitative
criteria to apply when optimizing these tuning
parameters must be selected.

This was done by testing severaldifferent cri-
teria while simulating a pure dead-time process
using PI control. From this work, minimum inte-
grated absolute error (IAE) was selected as the
optimizing criterion. Results show that optimum
controller gain will produce an overall loop gain
of about 0.5 and that optimum integral time is
equal to exactlyone-half the loop dead time.

Unlike processesthat exhibit lag-type dynam-
ics, optimum tuning for the dead-time process is
the same for a load change as it is for a set-point
change. Furthermore, a dead-time process tuned
for minimum IAE will oscillatemuch less than a
lag-typeprocesswhen recoveringfrom upset con-
ditions. Therefore, minimum IAE is an excellent
criterion to determine optimum tuning for this
process. Other criteria such as lambda tuning,
which has gained in popularity in the pulp and
paper industry, are not intended for dead-time
control and may not produce acceptable results.

SP

fIgUre 5. Combining cascade and feedforward controls

Adaptive gain
To adapt consistencycontrol gain for the con-

figuration shown in Figure 6, a loop analysis can
be done using the block diagram
in Figure 7. This diagram shows
each loop element in more detail
than does Figure 6. Notice the

SP ratio scalar that converts control
output (0-100%) to a ratio____.~~~;,h~(0.0-1.0). The overallloop gain is

~-""';~~)f'-- the product of the steady-state
and dynamic gains of each block

fIgUre 6. Addition of a ratio controller

Dilution

in the diagram. These are given in Table 1.
The dynamic gain of the PI consistency con-

troller is obtained by using the equation in Table 1
and setting integral time (Id equal to one-half
loop dead time. The result is a constant dynamic
gain of 1.29 for optimally tuned dead-time con-
trol. Adaptive gain can now be determined by set-
ting the product of all the gains in Table 1 equal
to the desired loop gain (i.e., KL = 0.5) and solv-
ing for Kc.

Kc = KL5T (5)
1.29C1

The optimum gain is simply a function of
transmitter span and storage-tank inventory con-
sistency.The span typically remains constant and
can be periodically determined from laboratory
consistency calibration data. The storage-tank
consistency can be computed and averaged (e.g.,
over 3 minutes) from online instrument data and
equation 3.

In practice, overall loop gain KL can be treat-
ed as a tunable parameter when using equation 5
for adaptive control. This allows tuning (other
than KL = 0.5) during start-up and other times
when the consistency transmitter may not be
properly calibrated. It is also important to recog-
nize the need for a fallback position when field
instruments used in adaptive control are taken
off-line for maintenance.

Adaptive integral
As already noted, optimum integral for con-

sistency control (Figure 6) is equal to one-half
loop dead time. To properly adapt the integral,
this dead time must first be determined online
from field instrument data. Total dead time is the
sum of that due to the process transport delay
and that due to the dynamics of the cascaded
ratio control.

The process delay is the time required for fur-
nish to flow from the point of dilution to the
consistency transmitter and is a simple function
of furnish flow rate. If transport volume (V)
between the dilution line and transmitter is
known, process dead time (8p) can be computed
as follows.

8 = Y.... (6)
P F

F

Transport volume can be determined by
bumping the dilution valve and directly measur-
ing the time delay using resulting response-curve
trends. The product of this dead time and the fur-
nish flow rate measured during the process bump
is the transport volume. In practice, the estimate
should be repeated at several different loads and
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the results averaged to obtain good accuracy. An
actual measurement of pipe volume, or its calcu-
lation from piping dimensions, is also an accept-
able alternative for determining this volume.

The dynamics of the ratio control in Figure 6
also contribute to consistency-loop dead time.
This delay is additive with the process delay and
must be kept to a minimum for best control. It
can be as low as 3 to 5 seconds if the ratio con-
troller is tightly tuned and if the dilution valve is
well maintained and fast responding (e.g., piston
actuated). For adaptive integral, it is sufficient to
assume this dead time remains constant at about
4 seconds. This combined with the process dead
time allows computation of the optimum inte-
gral (minutes/repeat) for consistency control as in
equation 7.

I = ~(e + -.£) (7)
c 2 p 60

Application of equations 5 and 7 for adaptive
control is specific to the configuration shown in
Figure 6. By analogy, similar equations could be
written for the temperature process in Figure 8.
However, this process may include a thermowell
used to house the primary element. This intro-
duces an additional dynamic (first-order lag),
which must be considered for adaptive control.
The added lag affects both adaptive gain and
integral parameters. However, if a thermowell is
not used, then the small first-order temperature-
sensor lag can usually be ignored. Eliminating the
use of a thermowell will reduce lag and always
produce better control. However, it is important
to consider safety before removing a thermowell
from any process.

Adaptive control, as outlined here, has several
advantages over other approaches to automated
tuning. It provides continuous tuning that cor-
rects for changes in process dynamics and gain as
they occur. Because the method is application
specific, irs performance is typically better than
general-purpose self-tuning algorithms. Applica-
tion programming and configuration is relatively
straightforward, and program execution requires
a minimum computer overhead. Lime or no tun-
ing is required to bring the system online once
instruments have been calibrated. Finally, after
start-up, periodic bumping of the process is not
required for tuning changes.

Apply to blending process
The questions posed in part 1 of this series can

now be answered. Which control method for
blending is best? Which method is most cost-effec-
tive? How is the method to be used for a specific
application determined? The best way to answer

Table 1. Gains for consistency loop

Block (Figure 7) Steady-State Gain Dynamic Gain

PI consistency controller Kc I+[l)' =129
2n:lc

Rati0 scalar 0.01

PI ratio (flow) control loop 1.0 ",,1.0

Process (dead time) -CI 1.0

Consistency transmitter 100 ",,1.0
ST

where: TL is consistency-loop period of oscillation (minutes)

these questions is to first eliminate all control strate-
gies that have no significant value in blending.

Consider the feedforward method in Figure 4.
This approach of summing a feedforward signal
with the control output of a feedback loop is
commonly used in all industries. Unfortunately,
this method is not consistent with any real
process in pulp and paper or any other industry
(i.e., it does not conform to the mass and energy
balance of any process). Therefore, the controls in
Figure 4 have no place in blending and should be
limited in use to processes that cannot be mod-
eled using material and energy balancee<luations.
Other problems with this configuration have
already been noted in part 1.

Next, the controls in Figure 5 (cascaded feed-
forward) can be ruled out for all the same reasons.
In addition, the instrumentation required here is
identical to that needed for ratio control (Figure 6).
Since there is no cost incentive, the ratio config-
uration is preferred as it provides much better
control.

This leaves a choice between the methods of
Figures 2, 3, and 6. Simple feedback is the most

PI consisren conuoller
Ratio
scalar FD

EJFF
0.01 ••••••
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Consisrency
transmi tter
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gpm gallons per minute

HD high density

IAE integral absolute
error

PI proportional-
integral

PID proportional-
integral-derivative

VSD variable-speed
drive

Figure 7. Consistency control block
diagram
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Where: C1 is consistency of furnish tank inventory (%)

Ic is controller integral (minures/repeat)

S-r is consistency transmitter span (%)

Kc is controller gain

SP is set point

M is controller oUlpur (%)

E is conttol error (%)F
F~ is ratio of dilution flow to furnish flow
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cost-effectiveand most com-
monly used method (Figure
2). It can be applied in situa-
tionswhere tight blend control
is not required. It is also the
best choice for processes that
run at constant load.

For example, controlling machine chest con-
sistency with a constant flow to the stuff box is
best done using this feedback method. In this
case, there are no changes in load, and using a
flow oj.ratio loop on the dilution line will not
improve control. The additional loop, however,
can cause unnecessary oscillations in flow that
will produce basisweight variations on the paper

r-------------------, machine. A dedicated pump
should also be used for
machine-chest consistency to
avoid any pressure upsets in
the dilution header. This also
allows for use of a variable-
speed drive (VSD) as the final
control element. The VSD
provides significantly better
control than a valve since it
has no stiction, hysteresis,dead

600--:e band, or backlashand can pro-
200 .£;

-e vide high-speed response to
00 ~

.3 upset conditions.
00 Next, the cascademethod

in Figure 3 may have a few
limited applications in pro-
cesses with large upsets in

blend-dilution header pressure. These may be
caused by either manually or automatically
induced load changes on a pump that is under-
sized. In any case, care should be taken to avoid
control interaction among multiple loops on the
same header. In addition, the instrumentation
required for cascade is only one flowmeter short
of that required for the much better ratio control
in Figure 6.

Finally, the additional cost for instrumenta-
tion needed in Figure 6 (ratio method) can only
be justified for critical applications requiring
tight blend control. Consistency controls for
paper machine dry stock blend and for pulp
mill pressure screen feed are two examples. In
addition, the ratio method may be needed in
applications with large load changes to ensure
loop stability and reasonably fast response at
all loads. In this case, adaptive integral is also
important since load has a direct impact on in-
tegral tuning.

Adaptive gain should also be considered
whenever storage-tank consistencyvariesby more
than 30% (e.g., consistency control for a high-

Figure 8. Energy process analogy
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Figure 9. Adaptive consistency control
response curves
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density [HD] tank). Since adaptive control (gain
and integral) is quite simple, it may also be con-
sidered in mills where tuning is done by trial and
error. In this case, it will not only provide opti-
mum runing but can also serve as training for
maintenance personnel.

Good results obtained
The adaptive controls presented in this article

have run well in several mill areas for nearly
10 years. Response curves for consistency set-
point and load changes are shown in Figure 9.
This data comes from an HD tank that stores
recycled old news print at 9-12% consistency.
The system typically controls to within 0.05% of
consistency set point. To sustain this level of per-
formance requires proper maintenance and cali-
bration of all field instruments. The success of
this work can also be attributed to the robustness
of dead-time control. Small modeling and cali-
bration errors typically have little or no effect on
control performance.

The response curves in Figure 9 correspond to
a control-loop dead time of about 6 seconds. This
translates to an integral of 20 repeats per minute.
The HD-mix-zone consistency is regulated with
a manually tuned ratio control that was devel-
oped using the same technology presented in
part 1. The mix-zone consistency is maintained
at a 4.2% set point and 4.0% pump-out consis-
tency. Substituting this data and a consistency-
transmitter span of 2.5% into equation 5 yields
an adaptive gain of 0.23.

These advanced controls have allowed the
Daishowa mill to pump directly from an HD
storage tank to the paper mill blend system. This
saved the cost of building an intermediate level-
ing chest that was traditionally needed in pulp
and paper to go from high-consistency storage to
low-consistency papermaking.

Realistically, a systems approach to process
and control design using material and energy
balance techniques can make significant im-
provements in the process industries. For many
facilities, process control is currently the most
cost-effective means of Improving product qual-
ity, lowering manufacturing costs, and increas-
ing productivity. It is estimated that controls for
critical unit operations in pulp and paper are
typically only 50% as good as they could be at
reducing variability. Although most improve-
ments can be made using simple (easy to under-
stand, implement, and maintain) regulatory
controls, a systems approach to the overall
design is needed. All too often the intuitive
approach leads to inappropriate control and less
than desirable results. IT


